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1.1 Statement

station

channel

self-sustaining

energy

station

vitality

Core Statement

Framing concepts

Sub-questions

The current state of our urban systems and

And if we understand landscape and its systems

This thesis regards all urban systems and living

This thesis focuses on solving the problem of

infrastructure is untenable in light of ongoing

as inherently integrated and self-sustaining and

systems as forms of energy flow. Specifically it

urban vitality. By studying the impact of

urbanization, population growth and complexity of

essential to the optimal functioning of our cities,

focuses on channels and stations of energy flow,

landscapes on the flow of people in the city, find

modern life, including the problem of the

then we can position urban landscapes as the

and questions how this convergence can lead to

ways to improve people’s activities within public.It

city’s deactivation. Current systems lack the level

foundation and framework for all future urban

new definitions of urban form and function.

studies the interconnections of energy flows in

of integration and shared intelligence that our

system redesign and development.

technology advancements allow and modern life

the form of waste, water, power, light, food, etc.,
and try to integrate these to people’s activities.

requires.
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1.2 Glossary of Terms

Energy

Channel

Self-sustaining

The interpretation of the dictionary is: 1) the

The interpretation of the dictionary is: an electric

The interpretation of the dictionary is: able to

strength and vitality required for sustained

circuit which acts as a path for a signal.

continue in a healthy state without outside

physical or mental activity. 2) power derived from

assistance.

the utilization of physical or chemical resources,

In this book, it refers to the path of energy

especially to provide light and heat or to work

transportation between stations, the corridor of

This book refers to (the city) being able to

machines. In physics, energy is a quantity that

energy’s movement.

maintain its own operations without external

describes a system or a process. The energy of a

assistance, that is, energy can be transported and

system can be defined as the sum of work

converted within the city system in a reasonable

converted from a defined state of zero energy to

System

the current status of the system.

The interpretation of the dictionary is: a set of

manner.

things working together as parts of an
The meaning in this book is similar to physics,

interconnecting network with an organized

Vitality

referring to the quantity of participation in the

scheme.

The interpretation of the dictionary is: the state of

operation of urban systems, such as light, food,

being strong and active.

electricity. They are transported and transformed

In this book, urban system means that the

in cities.

components of the city are interconnected

In this book, urban vitality is expressed as various

(inherently integrated) to form an operational

activities in urban public spaces, such as

whole. The components of the city can be

shopping, sports, and rest.

Station

understood as energy, stations and channels.

The interpretation of the dictionary is: a place or
Landscape

building where a specified activity or service is
Integrate

The interpretation of the dictionary is: make a

The interpretation of the dictionary is: combine

piece of land more attractive by altering the

In this book, it refers to a place where energy is

(one thing) with another so that they become a

existing design, adding ornamental features, and

converted, where energy convergence and

whole.

planting trees and shrubs.

station where solar energy is converted into

In this book, integrated is the condition for the city

In this book, landscape not only represents the

electrical energy. It often exists in the form of

to become an urban system. When an urban

design of a space (attractive), but also an angle of

buildings or places in cities, but it can also refer to

system is not integrated to some extent,. the

view of urban space. It originated from the urban

a certain facility and human body. What happens

conversion and transportation of energy becomes

space in the perspective of architecture—

in the place where the activity occurs is the

unfavorable for the operation of the system, such

architecture and public space—but at the same

conversion of energy. For example, in a restaurant,

as because of the smog floating in the city that

time it regards different spaces in the city as

some energy in food is converted into energy in

damages the health of urban residents which lacks

interconnected wholes rather than binary

the human body. Therefore, when describing this

stations to absorb and convert it.

opposition.

based.

exchange happen. for example, a solar panel is a

kind of place in this book, stations are also used.
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ENERGY,
STATION,
CHANNEL
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2.1 Energy

2.2 Simplified Model: Energy-station-channel

Energy, in the dictionary meaning “the strength

and system components are damaged after the

Based on the summary of the above content, I will

The essence of the disorder of the urban system

and vitality required for sustained physical or

energy change, so that it cannot support the

present a simplified city model here for our

is that a certain kind of energy fails to reach a

mental activity”, or “power derived from the

continuous flow of energy.

understanding and the next step.

station that can be transformed into another kind

utilization of physical or chemical resources,

of energy in the flow of the system, so it flows

especially to provide light and heat or to work

It can be seen that the conservation of energy in

We attribute the operation of the urban system to

outside the channel-station structure, resulting in

machines”. That is, for a system, energy means the

the system is a necessary condition for the order.

energy circulation, and the disorder of the city lies

the entire energy cycle not being sustainable

in the disorder of energy. Therefore, we can think

status. This may be due to the lack of a proper

of two things in the city: channel and station.

station somewhere, or the lack of a suitable

strength that makes the system work.
For the system, the overflow and waste of energy
In Chen Changchang and Bai Youtao’s article “On

are always happening, especially a complex

channel between stations.

the Operation of Urban Energy and the Formation

system full of inadequacy such as the urban

of the Metropolitan Area”, it is believed that

system. Energy is discarded outside the system in

energy “describes a system or a process in

various forms, such as pollution and garbage, and

Channel is through which energy flows between

physics. The energy of a system can be defined as

becomes waste. For our cities, our energy

stations.

the The defined state of zero energy is the sum of

requirements are demanding—energy needs to be

the work of the system’s current state. “

maintained through a channel that reaches certain

Station is where energy converts.

elements.
This is the energy in a system understood from a
physics perspective. Energy is work, which is the
force exerted on the elements in the system and

energy: waste

channel

the resulting activities and changes.
The word “vitality” in the definition of energy is
also noteworthy. The term is frequently mentioned
station

when we discuss cities. It is interpreted as “the
state of being strong and active.”
It can be seen that energy represents the
operation of the system. So we can say that the
crisis of the system is the crisis of energy. This is
not a word game, because summing up all kinds of

energy: waste

urban problems as an energy crisis can help us
simplify and build models.

channel

Disorder is inevitable and can be said to be
advantageous. Cities develop because of this

station

change in energy flow and circulation direction.

station

This is a normal “order”, but what we try to avoid is
another disorder -the disorder of the system
itself, city lacking being inherently integrated and
self-sustaining. It means that the energy channel
16

Disorder of urban system
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2.3 Urban Crisis
Many cities around the world have a logic in layout

Today, worldwide, the younger generation is

and operations begun during the Industrial

embracing the sharing economy and the

Revolution in the late 19th Century and reworked

conveniences of proximity. At the same time, they

in the era of the private automobile; changing

worry about the long-term environmental

technologies and industries; and processes of

implications of past generations’ choices. Cities

rezoning and urban renewal. The resultant urban

are once again being valued as places with the

expansion, often without appropriate planning, the

potential for greater diversity of places and

decline of urban centers following the off-shore

people, vibrant social interaction, closeness to

migration of centers of production and jobs; the

jobs, abundant cultural offerings and commercial

rise of suburban living for those of higher incomes;

exchange. Yet how cities will evolve to meet the

long term disinvestment and degradation and

needs, aspirations and finances of this new

abandonment of properties and lands; a lack of

generation is still a question. How to fit this into

political and economic voice by those left behind

existing structures and layouts is a challenge. How

in the city; and the ecological damage caused by

to rethink relationships between urban systems of

past industrial land use, improper waste

movement, energy production, waste

management, and neglect has meant that the

management, and vibrant social and economic life

revitalization of cities has been a long and

while not repeating the mistakes of the past, is an

complex process.

imperative.

STATION : SEA

CRISIS: SEA LEVEL RISE
CRISIS: TRAFFIC JAM

Today cities continue to create vast amounts of
pollution, if not from factories than from
automobiles. Beijing is the most crowded city in
China, and like other major cities in the world,

ENERGY: HEAT

travel within the city is slow and inefficient. Many
cannot afford to live in urban areas and commute
long distances to reach their jobs in the city. Many
of these people are in the service industry, and
the city desperately needs them. Highways are
crowded with exhaust-emitting cars which the
urban environment has no ability to manage. Sea
level rise caused by global warming, accompanied
by storm surges and flooding threatens coastal
cities. Meanwhile, excessive paving of street
systems and parking lots has turned urban centers
into heat islands making life outside of climatecontrolled building interiors often unbearable.
Examples: urban crisis is energy crisis
18

STATION : CAR
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2.4 Providence: condition and purpose
I used Providence downtown in Rhode Island as

transportation systems, single commercial

the research object.

elements, and no areas Urban vitality, lack of
greenery, etc. Providence downtown has the

This site has a certain characteristic. It is relatively

potential and conditions for revival, but it requires

independent, more like a streamlined city,

us to provide a direction for change.

excluding duplicate elements. Residential areas,
office areas, business centers, university

Urban vitality and waste problem are the two core

campuses, Central Park, newly developed and to

concerns of this thesis, and they should be

be developed plots, and natural boundaries are all

discussed together. The condition for the

housed in this 800,000 square meter space. It is

operation of the urban system is energy supply,

connected to the outside world via highways and

and the purpose is human life. If you do not

arterial roads, and has a mature transportation

consider the city’s vitality-more activities-then

system in the area. Residents living in downtown

the final solution to waste is to reduce the

use it, and people from other parts of the city and

operation of the city system. But this is the end of

other cities will come here.

the game. In turn, cities need vitality and people
need more diverse activities, but at the cost of

Providence downtown has experienced the rise

generating more waste.

and fall of the city and is currently in a state of
slow recovery. Population, employment, and

Therefore, what the thesis needs to do is to

business elements are increasing in a steady

redesign the downtown space of the downtown to

trend. The operation of the city is relatively stable

enhance the vitality of the city, and to solve the

and there are no imminent crisis, but there are

waste problem through the design of energy

also various problems, including some typical

circulation.

contemporary urban crises: energy waste,
pollution, over-reliance on automobile

View downtown from across the river
20
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INTERNAL
RELATIONSHIP
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How to make an
urban area have
vitality with a
sustainable way
of operation?

Chapter 2

ISSUE

Chapter 4

external form:
channel * station
design of
human flow

3.1 Issue and Framework Structure

activities

Issue
In the previous chapter, I proposed a set of

latter builds the lives of urban residents at a huge

theories for urban systems, using a simplified

cost. This is a system that generates excessive

model of energy-channel-station to look at urban

waste.

theory

VITALITY

sustainable

problems. In introduction, I mentioned that this
thesis is aimed at the problem of the loss of

Obviously, we are looking for a third system, a

vitality of the city.

system with sufficient energy flows but as little
waste as possible.
My answer is based on this energy-channel-station

people live in the entire residential area, but no one

model. Waste is unused energy. If we rationally

has seen shopping, sports, communication, and

design the channel and station of energy in the

leisure on the street. The sporadic shops are facing

system, we can avoid the generation of waste. This

the fate of closure. But we’ve also seen vibrant, but

is the content of this chapter, that is, the internal

unsustainable, urban spaces-tons of trash are

relationship between energy, and their relationship

constantly being produced and then taken

with human flow. The former is a solution for

elsewhere to be buried, while the air is shrouded in

sustainable, and the latter is one of the solutions

smog. The former makes urban residents lose the

for vitality.

meaning of life. This is a system lacking energy. The
24

relationship of
energy flows

Chapter 3

Vitality and sustainability need to be viewed in
unison. We have seen inactive urban spaces-many

internal relationship:
human * energy flows

WASTE

Framework
The thesis is divided into four parts. Theory: energy-stationchannel theory. Issue: issue of vitality. Internal relationship:
Design of the relationship between different energy. External
form: Apply the relationship of the design to the urban space
and express it in the external form.
25
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Site
Our site is in Providence, Rhode Island, USA. This

These figures have not changed much in recent

Is this a good thing? I do not think so. If we put this

Let ’s make some changes! Downtown can provide

area occupies about 800,000 square meters, the

years, and the population growth in recent years

lifestyle into my station-channel-energy model, we

a better city life for more people. Currently only

boundary is clearly defined-the north and east of

has been around 1%. However, considering that the

will find that a large number of channels are the

10,000 people live in downtown and 5,000 people

the site are surrounded by the Providence River,

population of Providence continued to decrease

traffic between the suburbs and the city center-a

work here, which lacks sufficient vitality for such a

there is a highway in the west, and the north is

substantially during the 40 years from 1940 to

channel that generates a lot of waste, including

piece of land. If this area is better designed to

separated from the land on the north by the

1980, the current slow growth should be regarded

pollution and energy waste And waste of human

provide more housing and job opportunities-more

boundary Green space at the boundary of the area.

as the performance of the city’s gradual recovery.

energy. Not only that, this way of life also led to the

importantly, more activities and a better urban life

reduction of human activities. You could have been

experience-it will be a better urban system.

From a planning point of view, downtown is the
central area of Providence. A large number of

On the other hand, downtown as the central area of 

shopping, walking, sports, and socializing in the

commercial buildings and commercial stores exist

Providence, and Providence as the capital of Rhode

commercial street near your home, but now you will

in this area, which is significantly different from

Island, none of their populations have shown a

only drive to the supermarket, buy a car, and drive

other surrounding areas. Therefore, this is a

“center” status. This comes down to the urban form

away.

relatively independent and closely connected area.

of the New England region-a large population is
distributed on the outskirts of the city, and the

Providence downtown and other parts of the city,

residential areas are constantly spread out, while

and even all of Rhode Island, are currently not

other urban functions are concentrated in

developing fast. There are currently 10542 people

downtown. People travel by car, and the place

living in downtown, while Providence has 180,000

where they live is hard to be called a “city”.

people and Rhode Island has 1.05 million people.

Site: Providence downtown
Site is located in the center of Providence, surrounded by three
areas: Collage Hill, Elmhurst and Federal Hill. It is connected to
the farther area by the highway around the site. And adjacent to
Providence River.
Source: https://www.google.com/maps
26

Providence downtown boundary
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3.2 Waste

Waste is unused energy.
Or we quote from the dictionary: “material that is

Liquid waste, that is, waste water. The city’s

not wanted; the unusable remains or byproducts of

requirements for water are simple, that is, clean,

something. Material that is not wanted; the

and the water used as waste is not clean enough.

unusable remains or byproducts of something.”
Gaseous waste exists in the form of exhaust gas
We can divide waste into solid-liquid-gas three

and thermal energy. Our current technology has

states.

very limited treatment of exhaust gas. The best way
is not to generate exhaust gas, and to replace car

The main body of solid waste produced in urban

exhaust, incineration of garbage, and thermal power

systems is what we often call “garbage”, which is

generation with another energy exchange method.

divided into organic waste and inorganic waste.

Thermal energy is another type of waste that is

When it comes to organic matter, the interaction

produced with the emission of gas, which also

between it and human activity in the city is food—

needs to be treated.

organic

food that is discarded without being eaten, and
organic waste that is in the form of excreta after

In the following chapters, I will provide solutions for

being consumed. Of course, there are other organic

these different types of waste through the energy-

wastes that do not directly interact with human

channel-station model.

waste

solid

inorganic

liquid

sewage

activities, such as the corpses of city creatures, but
they can also be treated in the same way. I will
explain why in the organic waste section.

gas

heat
exhaust

For inorganic waste, they are called waste because
of morphological damage, not deterioration of the
material itself. What is needed for these
substances is to be sent to the corresponding
factory for re-production after classification, and
there is no need to dispose of them in the local
urban space, so this book delves deeper.

Classification of waste
We can divide the waste of the city into three forms: solid, liquid
and gas. Among them, only inorganic solid waste is outside the
scope of this thesis. The other wastes will be covered later.
28
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Site
The current population of Providence downtown is

Downtown residents generate 544.31kg of organic

10542. However, as written above, we should

waste per person per year, of which excreta is

expect a substantial increase in the population of

46.72kg (excluding water). Some of these wastes

downtown in the future. Given 1) The total

are used for composting, but more garbage is only

population of Providence and Rhode Island is

buried because it is difficult to dispose of with

180,000 and 1050000 respectively, and the

inorganic waste. My goal is to use this part of waste.

population of downtown currently accounts for
only a small part of it; 2) The population of

Downtown residents use 2139.3 gallons of water per

Providence before the urban recession of the last

year. From the perspective of nature, water is not

century has reached 253500 At present, the city is

wasted, but the cost of treating water is an energy

in the early stage of renaissance, we have reason to

input. At present, the water used in the downtown

believe that the population of downtown in the

is drinking water grade, which is actually

future can increase to 20,000 or more. I set the

unnecessary. We can at least distinguish domestic

future population to double the current.

water into drinking water and non-drinking water,
and the latter only needs simple purification. My

Similarly, the current number of housing units,

goal is to use this internal circulation system to

private cars, and employment are 5711, 2407, and

provide continuous supply of non-drinking water in

5015, respectively, and the possible numbers in the

downtown without extra treatment.

future are 11422, 4814, and 10210. Considering that
there are 0.23 private cars per capita, this number

Downtown residents’ energy consumption is mainly

is already an advantage over other regions, so the

natural gas, gasoline and electricity, and the rest

number of cars in the future is twice that of the

includes some clean energy already in use such as

current one, but the more optimistic situation is

biogas. These energy sources output a lot of waste

less than this number. Because these vehicles are

outside the system, such as carbon dioxide and

not necessary for travel in the downtown area,

exhaust gas. The average energy consumption per

people use cars to travel to remote areas, such as

person per year is 174 million Btu. My goal is to

whole foods, Wal-Mart and other large stores.

make the energy of downtown self-sufficient

When the urban functions in downtown become

through this internal circulation system, and replace

more complete, people’s chances of using private

existing energy forms with clean energy such as

cars will also decrease, resulting in less waste.

solar energy and biogas.

per capital

now

future

population

1

10542

21084

housing units

0.54

5711

11422

private car

0.23

2407

4814

5105

10210

employment
Total Energy Consumed

million Btu

174

1834308

3668616

natural gas

million Btu

90.19

950782.98

1901565.96

gasline

million Btu

39.62

417674.04

835348.08

electricity

million Btu

24.76

261019.92

522039.84

organic waste

kg

544.31

5738116.02

11476232.04

feces

kg

46.72

492522.24

985044.48

water

gal

21396.3

225559794.6

451119589.2

Data: waste of Providence downtown
source: https://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=RI
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3.3 System I: Organic Waste

input

Nature process

output

organic waste (brown water)

Regarding organic waste, the previous section

microorganisms and absorbed by plants and soil;

mentioned that the interaction between it and

2) eaten by animals as food .

human activities in the city is food—food that is
not eaten and discarded, and organic waste that is

In some cases, plant debris and biogas produced

in the form of excreta after being consumed.

by animal and plant carcasses can also be burned

water
power (biogas, organic fuel)
fertilizer
secondary system
living machine
biogas digester

and converted into energy and other substances,
Of course, there are other organic wastes that do

which are more sustainable than some of today’s

not directly interact with human activities, such as

fuels. The products of combustion are carbon

the corpses of city creatures, but they can also be

dioxide and water, which do not produce polluting

treated in the same way. Because the

gases, and carbon dioxide is a form of energy that

transformation process of organic matter in the

plants need to absorb.

natural environment is consistent, whether it is

So what we need to do is to bring the energy of

animal or plant carcass or feces, it will generally 1)

this natural process into the city.

PEOPLE

be broken down into nutrients by the action of

clean water

power

fertillizer

PEOPLE

living machine

power
biogas digester

urban farm

Natural process of organic materials
The body of a whale will be eaten and decomposed by other
organisms in the natural environment, and will not become a
waste in the natural system.
32

PEOPLE

toilet water

organic waste in brown water

PEOPLE

System Organic waste : feces
33
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sunlight

input
organic waste

Energy circulation

sunlight

These two figures show an ideal way for the energy

process, the energy input to the organic waste

water

cycle of organic waste in cities. I divided the

system is only sunlight and a small amount of

situation into food and feces, but as I said before,

power except waste itself. Microbes and plants

the process is similar. After the organic waste is

participate in this transformation process. The

collected, it is converted into the preliminary

output energy is in the form of water, organic

treated sewage, organic residues, and biogas

residues and biogas. Water can be directly re-

through conventional treatment, and then the

entered into the urban system without generating

sewage is purified by the living machine treatment,

system waste. As mentioned above, biogas can be

and the remaining organic residue is obtained.

converted into power, so it can make the system

output
food
secondary system
urban farm

water

self-sufficient in power. Organic residues are
Obviously, this treatment method is much more

treated 1) as fertilizer; 2) as fuel and converted to

sustainable than landfill and incineration. In this

power. So this is an ideal system.

PEOPLE
restroom

food

clean water

clean water

organic waste

PEOPLE
restroom

market
food

restaurant
PEOPLE

urban farm

PEOPLE

food

snack car

System Organic waste : food
34

Biogas digester
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Urban farm

Living machine

Urban farm

Living machine

Not only that, you can see in the picture of food

that urban farms need to input is both. Fertilizer,

Another technology involved is the living machine.

and organic residues. This system, like other plant-

that organic residues as fertilizer can be used in

water, sunlight, and the power required to

Living machine is a micro-system for treating

based technologies, has the advantage that the

urban farms. Urban farms are a form of agricultural

supplement lighting are all available in the energy

sewage. Its main body is plants and

energy input is in the form of sunlight without

landscape that is being promoted. Our cities

recycling system of organic waste. So with the

microorganisms that can live in the sewage. These

consuming power.

produce a lot of organic waste every day, and they

addition of urban farms this is still a sustainable

organisms convert the sewage into purified water

are converted into fuel and fertilizer, and the energy

system.

36
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Human activities
Finally, we need to consider how human activities

In addition, the plant growth space and urban farms

participate in this system. As I said before, the

required by this system can also be used as places

problem we are studying is not only sustainable,

for human activities. Plant growth space can be

but also urban vitality, because the most effective

placed in landscapes and public spaces. The urban

sustainable system if there is no consideration of

farm is actually a place with great potential for

urban vitality and human activities is the lack of

human activities. It is not only a space for

energy circulation.

agricultural products to grow, but also a space for
people to relax, purchase, eat, visit, and educate.

In this system, human activities are manifested as
eating and excretion. Eating stations include

That’s why I think we should introduce the space of

residences, restaurants, snack cars, etc., while

urban farms instead of sending fertilizer to farmland

excreting stations are toilets. The increase in these

in the suburbs and then food into the cities. One

two activities will lead to an increase in organic

reason is to save traffic by avoiding unnecessary

waste and an increase in vitality in the urban space.

waste. Another reason is that it can increase the
vitality of urban space.

A restaurant, Guangzhou, China
38

Urban farm as public activity station
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3.4 System II: Water, Air and Plants
Site
Regardless of the urban farm part, the input energy
in this system is organic waste and sewage, and
the output energy is clean water (non-potable),
power, and fertilizer. The secondary systems
involved are biogas digesters and living machines.
The combination of the two removes the organic
matter and water from the organic waste, the water
is re-transported into the system, and the organic
matter is converted into power and fertilizer. Part of

by downtown is 11476232.04kg. After conversion,

The second system I propose is for liquid and

Nature process

each g of organic waste can produce 18.81 Btu of

gaseous waste, that is, sewage, waste gas, and

In the same way, we should learn the nature of the

biogas, so the total amount is 215867.92 million Btu.

heat.

energy cycle.

natural gas. Downtown’s natural gas consumption

Remaining issues

There is a basic pattern of water circulation on the

will be 1901565.96 million Btu, through this system,

First, the organic waste system in the previous

earth: water flows from the ground to a body of

11% of the consumption can be saved.

chapter has several forms of energy that are

water, then evaporates into the atmosphere, and

outside the energy cycle.

then rains reach the ground, eventually infiltrating

We know that biogas can be used to replace

Every ten square meters of living machine can treat

the ground or returning to the body of water

26280 gallons of sewage every year, which means

1) Sunlight

through surface runoff. This is a perfect system

re-delivered into the system.

that we need 1716 square meters of space for living

2) Water

and does not require too much other energy to

machine, which is completely achievable for sites

3) power

participate.

In the forecast, the annual organic waste generated

with a lot of open space.
These three have not yet fully entered the cycle.

Then there is the effect of plants on water, which

Sunlight is essential, but fortunately, it is also

is equally important. Plants absorb water from

available.

groundwater, and then send water into the

the fertilizer is used in urban farms, and power is

atmosphere through transpiration. This process is
power

organic waste
SYSTEM ORGANIC WASTE I

LIVING MACHINE

water

sunlight

BIOGAS DIGESTER
fertilizer

Followed by water. Whether it’s a restaurant or a

well embedded in the water cycle. At the same

toilet, you need to enter clean water. Although the

time, the plant’s transpiration removes heat from

living machine can carry out sewage circulation

the surrounding area, absorbs carbon dioxide, and

and purify the water in the organic waste

releases oxygen.

treatment process, through common sense we
know that water is still wasted in this process: a lot

sewage

of water supplied to the human body and plants
leaves the system in the form of evaporation.
Therefore, more water input is required.

organic waste

The last is power. Although biogas digesters and
living machines require less power, in places where

SYSTEM ORGANIC WASTE II

human activity is frequent-restaurants, dwellings,
food

URBAN FARM

sunlight

toilets, markets, including urban farms-electricity
is not available. Fortunately, the organic waste
system also outputs power.

water

I will discuss the issue of power in the next
Energy conversion in designed systems
This diagram shows the input and output energy of the
systems, and the subsystems which convert energy.
40

section. In this section, we first address the issue
of water.
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input

sunlight

sunlight

rain

rain

sunlight
rain water

transpiration

output

input

CO2

/

heat
rainwater

power
output
O2
water

heat

greenroof

greenroof

CO2
runoff

transpiration

rainwater

clean water

PEOPLE

CO2

PEOPLE

living machine

living machine

O2
heat

urban farm

indoor vegetation

indoor vegetation

urban farm

runoff

water body

Water : natural process

street plants

underground

water body

System Water, air and plants

street plants
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Energy circulation
This is a good system in itself, and it is good for

rainwater, we can use rainwater to supply water in

human activities. Human activities emit a lot of

any urban area and reduce unnecessary energy

thermal energy and carbon dioxide, as well as

waste.

exhaust gas. The plant-water circulation system
absorbs carbon dioxide and thermal energy, so it

Another issue to consider is the issue of indoor

can reach equilibrium.

vegetation. Outdoor vegetation, including roof
greening and vertical greening, its energy cycle is

Then there is the problem of water purification. In

similar-on the basis of natural processes, increase

this process of the water cycle, water can be

the function of water purification and storage.

obtained through both groundwater and surface

Indoor vegetation may require additional light and

water bodies, which is also a common practice in

water. However, this is still a worthwhile practice,

cities. However, the rainwater gardens that are

not only because people have realized the

becoming popular today provide us with the idea

importance of public space in the building, but

of collecting purified water through rainwater. Now

also the microclimate in the building needs plants

that we know that urban space needs vegetation,

and water.

and plant facilities provide the possibility to purify

Urban wetland

Human activities

Rainwater garden
44

Finally, the interaction between this system and

the more public space and plant landscapes are

human activities is mainly manifested in various

needed, the more carbon dioxide and heat are

places where water is used (toilets, restaurants,

emitted. So this is still a system where vitality and

dwellings, etc.) and the landscape of public

sustainability are mutually reinforcing.

spaces. In areas where cities are more dynamic,
45
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3.5 System III: Power
Site

Remaining issues

The energy input form this system is rainwater,

The rest is to convert rainwater into purified water

Through the combination of the first two systems,

No matter how subtle we set the internal

sunlight, carbon dioxide, heat, power and the

through the secondary system of rainwater garden.

we almost got a sustainable circulation system.

relationship between other energies, power is

output is clean water (non-potable) and oxygen.

Every year, Providence can reach 1.27 cubic meters

Energy such as sunlight, water, plants, thermal

essential for human activity. A highly dynamic

Among them, sunlight, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and

of rainfall per square meter. That is to say, even if

energy, organic matter, and air are circulated and

urban space cannot function solely on water and

heat are all functions of the plant itself, and these

we collect all the rainwater, it is not enough to bear

transformed in channels and stations. However,

organic matter. A clothing store does not require

energy are not circulated in downtown, so there is

the water consumption in downtown. But the living

there is still an important energy that has not been

all of the above forms of energy input, but requires

no need for calculation. The real solution to the

machine can already deal with these sewages, so

explored in detail. If it is omitted, the operation of

electrical energy. Cars, elevators, and other forms

problem of excessive emissions of carbon dioxide

the rain garden plays a complementary role.

this system will be tested.

of transportation also require power.

and heat will be presented in the next section,

Combining the two can provide non-potable water

which is to replace the energy that generates these

for downtown.

substances with clean energy.

power

SYSTEM WATER AND AIR
sunlight

water
O2

PLANTS

heat
CO2

rainwater

Energy conversion in designed systems
This diagram shows the input and output energy of the
systems, and the subsystems which convert energy.
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Electric power in the city
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input

sunlight

sunlight
organic waste
output
electric power

solar

biogas

Energy circulation
For power, the most suitable way to use in an

emitted by automobiles. In fact, the solution is

urban area is solar energy. Although other clean

very simple, which is to replace gasoline with

energy sources exist, tidal and wind power

electricity or biomass fuel. The sources of

generation facilities are not suitable for urban

biomass fuels have been explained in the section

space, but solar energy has no similar obstacles.

on organic waste, and electricity comes from solar
power energy.

For solar energy, the stations involved are not only
solar panels

electric

solar panels, but also glass windows that refract

Now that the car’s fuel has been replaced, it will

sunlight. It is impossible to wrap the entire

be replaced by a gas station, and a charging

building with a layer of solar panels, so that while

station and a charging pile will be established. The

maximizing energy, it ignores the sunlight needed

change in urban space brought by electricity

for human activities. But this problem can be

instead of gasoline is that we can scatter charging

solved by the refraction of glass.

stations, but gasoline cannot. After
decentralization, cars, electric cars, and snack

solar

Second, fuels that cause environmental pollution

cars will stop at various small charging stations,

should be replaced. In the previous section, I did

and charging stations will become another type of

not propose a solution to the polluting gases

urban residents’ activity space.

electric

PEOPLE

electric

biogas digester

charging station

power station

biogas

snack car

System Power
48

Charging station
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Site
The energy input form this system is sunlight,

there is no need to use a car to travel in downtown.

organic waste, and the output is electrical energy

We can use bicycles and walking instead. Second,

and biogas.

motor vehicles can also be replaced by electric
vehicles. In fact, there are currently several electric

The organic waste part has already been discussed

vehicle charging stations under construction in

in Section 3.3. Downtown ’s natural gas

downtown, which shows that some people are

consumption will be 1901565.96 million Btu, while

already using electric vehicles. It is foreseeable that

the amount of biogas produced will be 215867.92

in the future, electrical energy will become the

million Btu, leaving the remaining 1685698.04

most important power in this area.

million Btu of natural gas. In addition, there is
835348.08 million Btu of gasoline and 522039.84

The secondary system in this system is a solar

million Btu of electrical energy.

panel. The current solar panel can generate
1.825kwh per yard per year, that is to say, to meet

Both natural gas and gasoline can be replaced by

the annual electricity demand of 239165 square

electricity. Natural gas is mainly used for

meters of solar panels in downtown. This may seem

combustion and heating, and this energy use can

like a big number, but in a suitable way, we can find

be completely replaced by electrical energy.

the place where these solar panels are placed in

Gasoline is used for motor vehicles. But first of all,

the site.

SYSTEM POWER

power

Energy conversion in designed systems
This diagram shows the input and output energy of the
system, and the subsystems which convert energy.
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SOLAR PANEL

sunlight

Charging station under construction
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sunlight

water
SYSTEM POWER

power

sewage
SYSTEM ORGANIC WASTE I

SOLAR PANEL

power

LIVING MACHINE
BIOGAS DIGESTER

fertilizer
organic waste

USEFUL

water

WASTE

ENERGY
SYSTEM WATER AND AIR

O2

PLANTS

SYSTEM ORGANIC WASTE II
heat
CO2

rainwater

The whole system
The whole system includes four systems I design. You will find
that the input energy forms are only sunlight, rainwater and
waste while the output energy is useful energy. It means this
is a self-sustaining system which solves the problem of
waste and provide city with useful energy.
52

food

URBAN FARM

water

rainwater
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3.6 Stations and Human Activities
The intensity of the energy flow of the above

The second type of stations is the landscape of

system depends on the vitality of the city. More

public space. Public space is the main form of

human activities will lead to more waste and enter

existence of channels, but landscapes and public

into more energy circulation.

spaces themselves carry many activities, such as
rest, play, and communication. The role of these

After establishing this sustainable system, we can

stations in the system is reflected in the water and

look back and see if this system helps to increase

vegetation part, because we are used to giving

the vitality of the city, that is, human activities.

multiple functions to the landscape. This is the
advantage of the landscape. In the next chapter, I

I divided the stations in the system into three

will explore placing more kinds of stations in the

categories.

landscape to improve the flow of this system.

Many times people think that the urban vitality of

There is also a third type of stations, such as solar

a region is reflected in the activities of urban

panels, urban farms, charging stations, artificial

residents in commercial and cultural facilities.

lights, living machines, etc., which are introduced

These markets, shops, restaurants, and bookstores

to build this system. They also actually have the

belong to the first category of stations, which are

potential to carry more functionality. Urban farms

POIs in the ordinary sense. In my system, these

can be purchased, rested, educated, and

stations are the source of all kinds of waste and

experienced at the same time. Charging stations

the end of power.

can also be new public spaces.

First kind of stations
The first kind of stations is the regular stations of urban
vitality, which we always use them for public activities.
54
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solar power greenroof

living machine greenhouse

charging station

urban farm

Second kind of stations
The second kind of stations is landscapes/public spaces
where people can have public activities. But if we don’t
design them, they are just spaces, like the parking lots in the
site with no vitality.
56

Third kind of stations
The third kind of stations is the stations I design in this
charpter, and I believe they can also be stations of urban
vitality. I will expand this issue in the next chapter.
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EXTERNAL
FORM
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4.1 Providence Downtown

culture
education

Site status : stations

church
Dunkin Donuts Center

Providence downtown is a city with moderate

downtown, but most of the interior floors are

vitality. Compared to the surrounding residential

vacant. However, in the future when the population

shopping center

areas that lack diversity, downtown has more urban

and employment of Providence increase, these

restaurant
bar

functions, that is, more stations. Moreover, the high

floors can be used for living and office.

other shops

density of the building and the dense road network

The secondary system in this system is a solar

market

also ensure a certain degree of density.

panel. The current solar panel can generate

hotel

1.825kwh per yard per year, that is to say, to meet
However, this is only for the present. For a long time

the annual electricity demand of 239165 square

in the late last century, downtown was in a deserted

meters of solar panels in downtown. This may seem

state. Even now, there are many abandoned

like a big number, but in a suitable way, we can find

buildings in downtown, such as Superman Building,

the place where these solar panels are placed in

one of the tallest and most gorgeous buildings in

the site.

living
hotel
parking
education
culture
church
Dunkin Donuts Center
commercial(single)
commercial(mall)
business
government

Ground floor function (commerce and culture)
I only show those functions that related to urban vitality:
commerce and culture.

But this poses a problem. Can these vacant

the plot, is a large shopping mall. The mall has a

superstructure spaces be used to increase the

high flow of people and is very dynamic. It seems

vitality of the city? I don’t think most of them will

that residents prefer to go to this mall compared to

work. This is determined by the shape of the

downtown residents. The reason is simple, density

building itself. I will explain in detail later. The

and diversity. In this building, people can walk the

current problem is that the density and

least path to experience the most diverse activities.

diversification of downtown is almost entirely

Even if it is just a commercial event, a variety of

dependent on the underlying businesses, and this

shops such as movie theaters, clothing stores,

part of the urban space is already saturated.

comic stores, and Meixi Department Store are
lacking in downtown. Most of the businesses on the

Building function of downtown
60

The area with the highest vitality in the downtown

ground floor of downtown are restaurants and bars,

area is the area where the bottom commerce is

and diversity is lacking.

densely located. Providence Place, located outside
61
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Vitality level
As for other regions, there is less vitality. Center

Johnson & Wales is a university campus. There are

Park is a rare green space in downtown, and the

fixed people in both areas. In the rest areas, the

function of a transportation hub, so it also gathers

urban space is very desolate, and almost no

some people, but waiting for the bus is not an

activity occurs.

expected city activity. The space between the park
area and the commercial area seems to have some

In summary, the urban vitality of downtown mainly

vitality because of its geographical advantage and

depends on the bottom-level commerce, but the

the large number of high-rise business buildings

density and diversification of the bottom-level

with many office staff. Dunkin Donuts Center is a

commerce are insufficient, and more areas are

sports complex, which is full of energy when the

completely lacking sites that provide human

event takes place, but it is limited to the building.

vitality. As the future population increases,

Regency Plaza is three apartment buildings, and

downtown needs to increase density and diversity.

highway
primary road
secondary road

entrance for highway
entrance for primary road
entrance for secondary road

Roads and entrances
I divide the site’s roads into different grades, which have
different flows and users.

Site status : channels
Downtown’s road structure is clear. From the

entrances and exits connecting to the highway are

perspective of road classification, most roads are

the first level, only vehicles enter. The entrance to

two-lane, and a small part are one-lane roads, so

the primary road connecting to the outside is the

there is little difference. But we can still judge the

second level, where not only vehicles but also

grade of primary and secondary road from the

pedestrians enter. The entrance to the secondary

length of the road and the daily traffic flow.

road connecting to the outside is the third level,
mainly for pedestrians.

Downtown has many entrances and exits, which
can be divided into three categories. The three
62

Vitality level
Different parts of the site have different vitality levels, which
means we should threat them in different ways.
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4.2 Basic Strategy
We can classify the urban space within the site.

solar power
business

urban farm

living
living machine

Stragety for high floor

High floor
Due to the existing architectural form of downtown,
the existing high-rise vacant buildings cannot be
used as sites to increase the vitality of the city, but

Empty buildings
Main space for this strategy is those buildings with empty
floors. Among them, the most important one is Superman
Building.

they can be used for residential and commercial, as
well as the placement of some facilities. For the
site, the most important one is Superman Building.
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empty ground floor

commerce/culture

empty ground floor

indoor public space

Strategy for ground floor

Ground floor
Some of Downtown ’s existing buildings are suitable
for ground floor businesses, and most of them
already have stores. Therefore, some buildings that
are suitable for the construction of the ground floor
business can increase the density and diversity of
downtown in this way.
Another possibility is to use the partially vacant

Ground floor function
In the site, there remains some buildings with empty ground
floor because of events like store closure, which are suitable
for the ground floor strategy. Also, the function of some
buildings can also be changed.

ground floors as indoor public space.
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more than 7 floors
less than 7 floors
already used :as parking lots
cannot be used

roof

station

roof

channel

Building roof
Most buildings in Downtown are vacant and have
flat roofs. Moreover, most buildings have 13 floors or
less, and many adjacent buildings have the same
height. In other words, the space on the roof has
great potential. For buildings with more than 7
floors, the roof space is suitable for building roof
gardens, solar panels, living machine greenhouses
and other sites. For buildings with less than 7 floors,
the roof space can be used to assume the function
of public space.
68

Building roof analysis
Some roofs are not suitable for the strategy, like pointed
roofs and glass roofs. However, most of the roofs in the site
are suitable. Another difference is height: for those buildings
that are higher than 7 floors, their roofs are suitable for
energy equipments; but for those lower than 7 floors, we
need also consider the situation of people’s activities.
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1 under construction
2 campus

parking lot

landscape

parking lot

building

3 apartment parking lots

Public space
After removing the carriageway, downtown still has
a lot of public space. Unfortunately, most of these
spaces are parking lots, and only a few are green
spaces.
These parking lots are not necessary. Downtown
itself is an area that can be traversed by foot alone.
Centralized parking will not cause inconvenience
for travel, on the contrary, it will benefit human
health and reduce waste emissions. These parking

Public space function
Most of the public space in the site is parking lots, which
make no good for urban vitality. They need be redesigned.
Besides, there are three special places: one place is under
construction; one is apartments’ parking lots, which should
keep as it is; one is campus, it should be opened for public
among with other public space with fences.

lots can be converted into buildings and other
forms of public space.
70
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Strategy for areas
For different areas in downtown, we can divide the
site into 8 areas to provide design directions.Firstly,
establish the axises according to the overall
situation of the site and the current status of each
area.
I divided the theme of the axis into three
categories: culture, business and landscape. These
three represent the vitality in the urban public
space. Compared with the traditional mode of the
current downtown pedestrian flow following the
carriageway, it is more reasonable for stations and
channels to organize the axis.
Culture is the characteristic of the downtown.
Universities, middle schools, educational
institutions, art institutions, theaters, bookstores,
libraries, galleries, and various cultural stations are
scattered throughout downtown. Considering that

is culture. Because these cultural sites need a
tranquil environment, it is not a good choice to
connect them through the noisy ground-level

commerce
culture
leisure
landscape

driveway. The people who use them-students,
residents, art lovers-are more suitable to enter the
CENTER
PARK

stations through quiet and pure passages.
DUNKIN DONUTS
CENTER

BUSINESS

The business of downtown is also scattered, but
basically concentrated in the Cultural-commercial
Region. However, Newly-development Region and

NEWLYDEVELOPMENT
REGENCY PLAZA

CULTURALACADEMICCOMMERCIAL

South Region urgently need commercial
introduction to increase their vitality.
For the landscape, a central park is very useful for
urban vitality, as long as it can be better embedded

SOUTHEAST

SOUTH

in the city. The green space at the site boundary
gives me the possibility of a productive landscape
in my design.

the roof will be the space to be designed, a set of
axes connecting each roof space becomes
necessary. The theme of this axis above the ground
Regions and axises
I divided the site into eight regions based on their urban and
building function, vitality level and relationship. Then, I
designed an axises network with different themes which
correspond to regions.
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4.3 Business Region: Ground Floor and Indoor Space

indoor
commerce

commerce

indoor
commerce

Business Region

Business Region
The characteristic of this area is that the building

50 Kennedy Plaza for people to enter the two

function is mainly business office, the building

buildings. One side of the passage is facing the side

height is high, and it is the main channel connecting

parking lot of The Arcade Providence, and the other

the opposite bank of the river. There are fewer

side leads to the square.

businesses on the ground floor and fewer public
spaces.

Another notable building is the only shopping mall
on site-The Arcade Providence. This building was

There are several spaces worth noting. The first is

built in the early days and used to be a popular

Superman Building. The bottom floors of this

shopping center in downtown, but now there are

building are bank offices, while the upper floors are

few customers. The reason is that the volume of the

vacant. In addition, it has an indoor passageway

shopping mall is too small and there are few

between the adjacent commercial office building

internal shops.
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Analysis of Business Region-style urban space
This area represents a common urban space. The

in one of the three subway stations in Tiantongyuan

main building of this type of urban space has

during the morning and evening peak hours, you will

nothing to do with urban vitality, but it has the

be surrounded by countless people. But here is not

foundation of urban vitality-people in public

called “of vitality”, all people do is travel.

space-and therefore the foundation of urban

On the edge of The Arcade Providence, the parking

vitality. In addition to business districts, high-

lot facing the Superman Building now bears the

density, single-function residential areas also

function of passing. People from across the river

belong to this type of urban space.

will often cross this parking lot to other areas of
downtown.

An example is Tiantongyuan in Beijing. Almost all
the buildings on this 8 square kilometers

Therefore, the key spaces in the design of this area

(equivalent to the size of ten provide downtown)

are the two public spaces that we have overlooked,

are super high-rise residential buildings. Every day,

the indoor passageway on the side of the

700,000 people leave their home and rush to the

Superman Building and the parking lot on the side

subway station to all corners of the city. If you are

of The Arcade Providence.

Strategy for Business Region-style urban space
By using indoor space and ground floor, such urban space can
have vitality.

Ground floor and indoor space
Investigate its essence, the main body of the

shops on the 20th floor can survive. I used the

business building and residential building-the

strategy in the Cultural-commercial Region to build

upper space-is not a station that belongs to the

on the basis that the area is the center of

city’s vitality. They are dead ends in the city’s

downtown, there are enough commercial and

vitality network, and only need one channel to

cultural facilities around to maintain the vitality of

connect to the city’s public space, instead of

the city, and those buildings are only 7 floors or

letting channels pass through stations.

less.

In this case, the use of high floors and roofs to

For urban spaces like Business Region, ground

create stations belonging to the city’s vitality is

floors and indoor spaces should be the focus.

limited. Only when your geographical location is in a
Tiantong Yuan, Beijing
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city with high vitality can you guarantee that the
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The design of Business Region and Center Park Region
78
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CHANNEL: INDOOR COMMERCE

indoor space
corridor + shops

public space
outdoor stall

CHANNEL:
COMMERCIAL STREET

ground floor
ground floor store
indoor space
shopping mall

ground floor
outdoor table

ground floor
groundfloor overhead

public space
snack car

Area structure and indoor space strategy
80

indoor space
parking lot building

CHANNEL: INDOOR COMMERCE
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A parking lot building, Business Region
It is open in space and integrated into public space, but it
cannot create urban vitality because of function.
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The parking lot building after designed
When we regard its indoor space as a continuous whole with
public space and become a station on the station-channel
network, and give it more functions of public activities, it will
create vitality for the city.
84
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roof
soalr panel

high floor
energy equipments：
living machine
water storage

roof
living machine

Ground floor and indoor space of Business Region
86

Superman Building：high floor and roof strategy
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public space
outdoor stall

renovation
indoor landscape

renovation
add entrances

public space
outdoor landscape

The Arcade Providence：building renovation
88

Inside the Arcade Providence
Due to the split of internal circulation and external stationchannel network, this shopping mall isolated in Business Region
is lack of vitality. I tried to open the entrances and exits on both
sides of the building in the design, and connect the stationchannel network inside and outside the building as a whole.
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status

redesign

roof

unavailable

flat (<7 floors)

equipments

parking

flat (>7 floors)

equipments + landscape

business

living

business

education

hotel

education

high floors

living
hotel
renovated empty building

mall

mall

parking

renovated parking

ground floor
and
public space

Redesign parts
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restaurant

education

restaurant

education

cafe

culture

cafe

culture

mall

hotel

mall

shop

parking

shop

hotel
parking

landscape

indoor landscape

Channels and stations
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4.4 Cultural-academic-commercial Region: Roof and High Floor

commerce

culture
leisure

commerce

leisure

culture

Cultural-commercial Region

Cultural-commercial Region
The characteristics of this area are mainly buildings

mainly restaurants and bars. The buildings are

with the function of cultural education. In addition

generally below 7 floors, and the adjacent buildings

to Johnson & Wales University, there are several

are of the same height. Apart from a university

primary and secondary schools and educational

campus, the public space is basically a parking lot.

institutions, as well as cultural facilities such as
libraries, theaters, bookstores, galleries, art

Therefore, this area needs channels that connect

institutions, churches, etc. It’s just scattered and

various stations, and should be the most dense of

lack of contact with each other. The business on

all areas, because this is the center of downtown’s

the ground floor is well developed and scattered,

urban vitality.
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A cafe in Cultural-commercial Region
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Analysis of Cultural-commercial Region-style urban space
This area represents a common urban space.

diversified development than architecture.

Cultural-commercial Region-style urban space is

The second is limited development potential. The

the commercial center of the city. The city has high

space of the bottom merchant is limited. If there is

vitality, many shops and scattered, and basically

not enough space for the metabolism of these

exists in the form of bottom merchants. Overall, this

stations, then when the overall format of this area

urban space is positive. But it also has some

lags behind the times, the result is collective failure.

problems.
Providence downtown is already facing risks in this
The first is the lack of public space. Dense

regard. In terms of store types, the store format in

commerce forms a business center, and the basis

this area is relatively simple—restaurants dominate,

of intensive commerce is dense buildings. However,

followed by cafes and bars. From a diversified

from the perspective of urban vitality,

perspective, this area lacks other types of shops,

diversification can provide better quality urban

space for future stations, and public space.

activities, and public spaces are more suitable for

A bar on the 9th floor of a business building, Wudaokou
It proves that when the vitality of a commercial center is high
enough, shops can survive in high floors.

High floor and roof
In fact, Cultural-commercial Region-style urban
spaces have always had space for future
development, that is, high floors and roofs. The
high-rise buildings of commercial centers are often
used for other functions-living and office-but their
functions are often changed.
A good example is Wudaokou in Beijing. When the
vitality of this commercial center is high enough,
Parking lots: a public space without vitality
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various buildings and urban spaces in this area are

more or less penetrated by commercial spaces.
Although it has multiple shopping malls and
businessmen along the street, more shops have
opened into residential areas and office buildings.
Not only the second floor and the basement, some
shops occupy all floors of an office building, but
many shops are also scattered in the Huaqing
Jiayuan, which was originally a closed community.
Of course, there are also shops that open on the
roof of buildings with lower floors.
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Strategy for Cultural-commercial Region-style urban space
By using roof and high floor, such urban space can have vitality.

High floor and roof
Cultural-commercial Region has a certain
foundation in using high floors and roofs.

Because a circulating channel network maintains

First, there are not only businesses in this area, but

been developed from this is several times the

A flower shop opened in a residential building

also many cultural facilities-universities, middle
schools, educational institutions, bookstores,
theaters, churches, art institutions, etc. These
buildings are different from businesses that only
exist in the form of businessmen, they often
occupy the entire building. This means that the
internal channels of these buildings have been
designed: people can easily reach the upper floors
of buildings from urban spaces. With a little

available space under the original urban road
structure.
When more space is available for stations, this area
will have subdivided functional areas to target
different groups of people-landscape, business,
culture and other functional areas, corresponding
to local residents, shoppers, students and other
groups-meaning With more diverse urban activities
and higher urban vitality.

Secondly, the building heights in this area are

For Cultural-commercial Region, those cultural

building height is too high, people will not be happy
to go to the roof. I will discuss the urban space in
that situation in the next section. For Culturalcommercial Region, it is feasible to erect a passage
between these roofs.
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the smooth flow of the system. Moreover, what has

renovation, you can also reach the roof.

mostly similar and below 7 floors. When the

A cafe opened on the roof

Why do you need channels between the roofs?

buildings that are connected in series due to the
roof channel will also set up cultural activities on
the roof due to the channel change: roof lectures,
book stands, etc. For commercial spaces, more
urban public space means that they can use it for
commercial activities: outdoor dining tables,
outdoor stalls, etc.
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The design of Cultural-academic-commercial Region
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CHANNEL: COMMERCIAL STREET
high floor
university
roof
playground

CHANNEL:
CULTURAL-ACADEMIC

high
high floor
floor
art
art institution
institution
high
high floor
floor
residence
residence

roof
roof
art
art lecture
lecture

roof
roof
roof
roof garden
garden

roof
energy equipments

high floor
theater
roof
rest area

renovation
renovation
parking
parking lot
lot building
building

high
high floor
floor
university
university
roof
roof
university
university activities
activities

CHANNEL: COMMERCIAL STREET

CHANNEL: LEISURE STREET
Area structure and roof/
roof-high
high floor
floor strategy
strategy
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roof
solar power roof
garden

high floor
art institution
roof
art lecture

high floor
residence
roof
roof garden

high floor
university
roof
university activities

high floor
university
roof
playground

High floor and roof strategy
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The leisure landscape street
This street I designed in Cultural-commercial Region shows how
public space working with commercial stations improves urban
vitality. I will dicuss this place in the next section “Public space”.
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Rooftop corridor, Commercial-academic-cultural Region
For the high floors of schools, cultural facilities and other
buildings that are also used as vitality stations, the roof channels
help people walk into the upper floors of the building. Through
the roof layers, they have more thematic and more closely
connected channels and have richer activities on the roofs. For
example, the food street on the roof is for consumption by
students and citizens.
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status

redesign

roof

unavailable

flat (<7 floors)

equipments

parking

flat (>7 floors)

equipments + landscape

business
education

living
hotel

high floors

mall
parking

business

living

education

hotel
new building
mall
renovated parking

ground floor
and
public space

Redesign parts
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restaurant

education

cafe

culture

mall

hotel

shop

parking

restaurant

education

cafe

culture

mall

hotel
parking

shop
landscape

indoor landscape

Channels and stations
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4.5 Center Park Region: Public Space

landscape

Center Park Region

Center Park Region
At the center of this area are three public space
parcels: Kennedy Plaza as a bus transportation hub,
the east side of the park and the west side of the
park including an ice rink. This is the most
important public space in downtown, with a high
level of urban vitality. However, the surrounding
parts lack urban vitality.
Therefore, this area needs to redesign the overall
relationship between public space and
architecture.
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Analysis of Center Park Region-style urban space
The two types of urban spaces represented by

space of a building, and even the backyard of a

Cultural-commercial Region and Business Region

family.

are architecturally dominated, because they are
both in a state of high building density, and public

This is the main feature of Center Park Region-style

space accounts for a small proportion of them. The

urban space, that is, public space. The green space

several types of usable spaces that I have

is for its surrounding space.

proposed—high floor, roof, ground floor and indoor
space—are all about architecture and how to

Take Center Park Region as an example. The main

design stations and channels around the

body of this area is the largest public space in the

architectural space.

site, consisting of Imagination Center Park and
Kennedy Plaza, which occupy two plots and contain

But if we look at a larger scale, we will notice that

an ice rink. All of its functions are to serve the

the park is often designed as the center of an area.

entire downtown area and the larger area-bus

In urban planning, the park itself is never the most

stops to provide various places in Providence, large

important. Its importance is reflected in its

park green spaces, and the only ice rink in

radiation range-serving the entire residential area,

downtown. So at this time we will transfer the scale

serving the entire area, or serving the entire city.

of the research from one region to the entire

The smaller green spaces are of the same nature—

downtown.

Strategy for Center Park Region-style urban space
By using public space, such urban space can have vitality.

serving the green space of a street, the green
Public space
So in my redesign, I retained those functions that
served downtown and added more activities.
Center Park can also be a bazaar, restaurant and
coffee shop, public welfare agency promotion
point, public service and public performance
venue.
Another example is a leisure landscape street I
designed in that area in the Chapter of Culturalcommercial Region. In the current situation of that
street, there are parking lots on both sides, which
provide conditions for the transformation of green
spaces. This is a small-scale public space, but its
radiation range covers most of the Culturalcommercial Region. Because of that green space,

theaters, art centers, and shops became a whole of
Cultural-commercial theme. At the same time, the
activities that took place in the building were
extended and expanded—art institutions used
lawns as venues for lectures, restaurants placed
tables and chairs outdoors, and shops placed stalls
outdoors.
To sum up from the perspective of energy-stationchannel theory, public space has two functions at
the same time-it is the intersection of channels,
helping to build a large-scale channel network; it is
also a station, which increases without increasing
the building space stations.

Hotel Providence, Providence downtown
The outdoor part of Hotel Providence is used for rest and
restaurants.
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The design of Center Park Region
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public space
serving downtown
stores

public space
serving downtown
playground

public space
serving downtown
park

public space
serving downtown
snack car

public space
serving downtown
local food market

public space
serving downtown
municipal services

Public space strategy
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Banknewport city center
There is also an ice rink in the Center Park Region, which also
serves the entire downtown as a public space.
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Kennedy Plaza, Center Park Region
Kennedy Square is only used as bus stations, which is a
manifestation of poor public activities, this place has a certain
number of people, but the city’s vitality is relatively low relative
to the number of people.
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Kennedy Plaza after designed
By strengthening the connection between Kennedy Plaza and
the surrounding parks, it will become a station that serves the
entire downtown, making the downtown landscape structure
more complete. There is a market for food produced in the
Southeast Region on the square, so that energy can be
distributed to all downtown.
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The design of leisure landscape street
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Trinity Repertory

new building
commercialresidential mix

new building
commerce

shop

AS220 arts complex

parking lot building

new building
commerce

public space
serving store
outdoor stall

public space
serving art center
cultural activities

public space
serving restaurant
outdoor table

public space
resident activities

public space
outdoor table

public space
greenland

Public space strategy
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public space
outdoor stall

public space
outdoor lecture

public space
snack car

public space
corridor

Public space strategy
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renovation
solar panel

renovation
electric vehicle
charging pile

renovation
snack car charing
station( in operation)

Parking lot building renovation
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Parking lot building
The parking lot building is a transfer station connecting the roof
channel and the ground channel in my design, considering the
structure of this type of building. In Chapter 3, I proposed to
replace gasoline with electricity as the energy source for
downtown transportation. Therefore, solar panels and electric
vehicle charging piles were placed in the building. And because

the parking lot has become an important node for people flow,
corresponding passages and indoor landscapes have also been
designed, and the snack car changring station on the first floor
can also allow snack cars to operate outside while supplying
energy.
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Civic Center Garage, Commercial-academic-cultural Region
The ground floor of Civic Center Garage at the end of the leisure
street also serves as a continuation of the street. On the roof,
there is a rest area for electric vehicle charging stations and
drivers as a continuation of vitality.
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status

redesign

roof

unavailable

flat (<7 floors)

parking

flat (>7 floors)

business
government

hotel
parking

equipments
equipments + landscape

high floors

business

hotel

government

parking

new building

ground floor
and
public space

restaurant

Redesign parts
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hotel

restaurant

hotel

landscape

new building

Channels and stations
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4.6 Southeast Region: Production

riverside
landscape

productive
landscape

Southeast Region

Southeast Region
This area is in the construction stage with the

These open spaces can be used to construct new

development of the southern area. However, due to

buildings, public spaces and green spaces, and

the presence of border green space, it has limited

their open nature is very suitable for growing crops,

contact with the south and is still part of

installing biogas digesters and collecting solar

downtown. Except for the riverside area, there are

energy.

still a lot of open spaces in other areas. They may
be planned to be used as parking lots, but this is
not necessary. The border green space is still just a
large meadow.
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Analysis of Southeast Region-style urban space
Each city has various borders. Southeast Region is

take away the vitality of the city in the central area.

in a state to be developed, but since downtown and

The treatment of such spaces has become routine.

its southeast have formed a completely
independent area, the Southeast Region

Another example is under the viaduct. Under the

sandwiched between the two centers inevitably

viaduct is the worst place in the city—noise, lack of

becomes the border. There are three such borders

sunlight, lack of contact with the surroundings, and

in downtown, and the other two are the riverfront

the lack of safety and security caused by the lack

and highway.

of urban vitality and pedestrian flow. But even so,
this border zone can still be given a certain role.

This type of urban space is a low-lying area of 
urban vitality, but unlike the low-lying areas of the

The Qiujiang Road in Hongkou District of Shanghai

central area (parking lots, squares lacking stations),

is covered by a viaduct, which is a typical urban

this state is reasonable. However, the border zone

border zone. Despite this, there are still many

can also be given a certain degree of urban vitality,

vibrant urban stations on that road: outdoor

but it should be different from the role of the

basketball courts, roadside snacks, outdoor market,

central zone.

green spaces, and the largest parking lot nearby.
Because this space is penetrated by a road and has

A typical example is the riverfront space. Because

a smooth connection with both sides, even if the

of its natural environment, the functional attributes

environment is not good, many people still use

of the riverfront space are completely different

these facilities.

from the landscape of the central area, so it will not

An outdoor basketball court, Qiujiang Road, Shanghai
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Under the viaduct, Qiujiang Road, Shanghai
There are shops, outdoor markets and parking lots in this area,
with internal roads and security.
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Strategy for Southeast Region-style urban space
By using energy production strategy, such urban space can have
vitality.

Production
We should consider using the border zone, because

Providence downtown needs a large area of solar

the best area is destined to be occupied by the

panel stations, and the roof can share part of the

hottest and most economical stations, but

area, but the large open area in the Southeast

secondly, it can provide space for more urban

Region can make up for the remaining demand. The

functions. For the Southeast Region, the most

same applies to biogas digesters. Then there is the

suitable treatment method is to place functional

urban farm. Urban farms can become productive

sites that cannot be placed in the central area.

landscapes, and the guiding role of the landscape
is very important for this area.

The first type that should be considered is the third
type of stations-facilities that produce energy.
Riverside area of Southeast Region
The most completed construction in this region is riverside. The
banks of Providence River have formed good landscape roads
and public spaces, and are connected to each other by bridges.
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The design of Southeast Region
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electricity

biogas
human

production
biogas digester

food

production
solar power station
water

human
food

production
local food cafe

production
urban wetland
(connected to river)
production
urban farm center

water

production
living machine
greenhouse

production
urban farm

Area structure and energy production strategy
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production
biogas digester

production
solar power station

production
energy station

urban farm

vitality station

local food shop/restaurant

production
energy station

living machine greenhouse
vitality station

research-education

Energy production strategy
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Urban wetland
This photo was taken in an open area near the riverside
landscape road in the Southeast Region, where a group of local
birds are beside a small wetland on the grass. I intend to design
a wetland here to direct river water to the urban farm area to
provide water for crops and downtown.
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The riverside open area, Southeast Region
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Urban wetland, Southeast Region
This waterfront open space is designed as an urban wetland to
provide water for urban farms, while linking the riverside
landscape on the station-channel network to the productive
landscape.
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An open area, Southeast Region
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Urban farmland, Southeast Region
This open space is designed as urban farmland, which converts
the organic waste of Providence downtown into food to feed the
city. At the same time, it is also an important channel of the
station-channel network, gathering and guiding the vitality of the
city.
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An open area, Southeast Region
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Living machine greenhouse, Southeast Region
This open space is designed as living machine greenhouses,
which converts sewage produced in downtown into clean water
for the city. At the same time, it can also be used for education,
research and visit purposes, becoming a continuation of the
Academic-cultural Region.
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status

redesign

roof

flat (<7 floors)

equipments
equipments + landscape

high floors

business

government

education

church

business

government

education

church

new building

ground floor
and
public space

restaurant

education

bar

church

landscape

culture

border grassland

Redesign parts
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restaurant

education

bar

church

landscape

new building

urban farm

Channels and stations
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Dunkin Donuts Center

4.7 Overall Plan

In addition to Dunkin Donuts Center, this area also

through a highway that crosses the highway. There

includes hotels on both the north and south sides.

are many parking areas in the large shopping center

As far as outdoor space is concerned, there is no

Providence Place. Therefore, this channel also

room for change in this area, and people walking

provides convenient services for residents of

out of the venue need to enter the Newly-

downtown, people who drive outside, and tourists

development area.

staying at the hotel. Dunkin Donuts Center works
best in indoor strategy in downtown.

Interestingly, this area is well designed in the
interior part. It has an indoor route from Dunkin

Little of this area needs to be redesigned. However,

Donuts Center to the Omni Providence Hotel in the

the roof of the Center can be used for solar power.

north, and then connects to Providence Place

Regency Plaza’s parking lots work well with the whole city

Back to city

Regency Plaza

After discussing the urban space and

Regency Plaza consists of three apartment

corresponding strategies represented by the above

buildings, and its internal space does not need to

four regions, we can apply these techniques to the

be changed. Among the many parking lots in

entire downtown. In this chapter, we will put our

downtown, only parking lots in residential areas

vision back to the scale of the city and review the

are the most necessary, considering people’s

possible changes in the downtown area of

travel needs outside the downtown area and

Providence downtown.

residential building spacing requirements.
The indoor corridor connecting Dunkin Donuts Center, a hotel and Providence Place
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status

redesign

channels and stations

commerce

culture

roof

unavailable

flat (<7 floors)

flat (>7 floors)

equipments
equipments + landscape

high floors

South Region

business

living

education
culture

church
government

parking

business
education

living
church

culture

new building

renovated parking

South Region
The southern area should be the most failed area in

why? Because there are no commercial facilities,

downtown. It is located on the main axis of

and the only cultural facilities, churches and

downtown, one end is facing a southwest area

theaters, are at the end of the passage. On both

connecting Providence, and the other end is facing

sides of the passage are apartment buildings,

the most developed Westminster Street, and this

corporate office buildings and government office

passage is a designed pedestrian road. At the end

buildings, and their main entrances avoid this

of the road is a square surrounded by the most

pedestrian path. So no one will take this walking

beautiful churches and a theater in downtown.

path.

But this area has no urban vitality at all. No one

Both sides of this walkway need to be redesigned

came from the southwest, and residents of

by using ground floor and public space strategies.

ground floor
and
public space
restaurant

education

restaurant

cafe
mall

culture
church

cafe
mall

living

parking

store
landscape

education
culture
church
new building
indoor landscape

downtown would not come to the walkway. Even
residents of Regency Plaza would rather bypass this
desolate area. There were never more than ten
people on the square.
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A pedestrian street with no vitality, South Region
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The pedestrian street after designed, South Region
Through the addition of stores, landscape and activities, the
pedestrian street will become a continuation of the commercial
street, extending the commercial axis through downtown to
Cathedral Square.
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Cathedral Square, South Region
Despite having the most important church in downtown, an
auditorium and landscape, but because there is no proper
channel to guide vitality here, the entire square is not patronized,
even if the residents of the surrounding residential buildings will
not come here.
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Cathedral Square after designed, South Region
After the reconstruction of the pedestrian street, vitality was
guided to this square. After that, church events, auditorium
events, square performances, street vendors, snack cars and
other public activities will naturally take place here.
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status

redesign

channels and stations

commerce

roof

unavailable

flat (<7 floors)

flat (>7 floors)

equipments
equipments + landscape

high floors

business

living

business

culture
parking

hotel

culture

restaurant

store

restaurant

cafe
bar

culture
hotel

cafe
bar

renovated
parking

living
church
new building

Newly-development Region

Newly-development Region
This area is under construction. It is between
Dunkin Donuts Center and the central area, and is

ground floor
and
public space

the middle section connecting the two areas. After
redesigning, it can become part of the central area.

living

landscape

store
culture
hotel
renovated parking

indoor landscape

Redesign parts
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Public Space
Kennedy Plaza and center parks
The Arcade Providence Square
Riverside
Urban wetland
Urban farmland
Cathedral Square
JWU Campus
Street
Commercial street
Leisure street
New street
Building
Superman Building indoor corridor
The Arcade Providence
JWU
Urban farm stations
Cultural Center
Cathedral of Saints Peter & Paul
Parking lots vertical transfer stations

The plan
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Overall plan
I used ground floor, high floor, roof, public space,

transformations to various types of urban spaces.

energy production, indoor space, building

Now, Providence downtown has the opportunity to

renovation, new building and many other strategies

become a city of urban vitality and energy

in Providence downtown to make corresponding

self-sustaining.

axis: channel
commerce
landscape
productive landscape

related to urban vitality
culture

landscape

cafe

education

prodctive landscape

store

church

bar

hotel

indoor
landscape

The design: ground floor and public space
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half-related

restaurant

parking lots

residence

unrelated
business
government

new building

Channels and stations of urban vitality
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axis: channel
culture and education
vertical channel

related to urban vitality

unrelated

roof for activities and equipments

roof with equipments

parking lots building

irreversible

new building

The design: roof
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Channels and stations of urban vitality
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axis: channel
vertical channel
culture and education

COLLEGE HILL

commerce
landscape
productive landscape

related to urban vitality

half-related

culture

parking lots

education

new building

church
hotel

residence

FOX
POINT

unrelated
business
government

FEDERAL HILL
JEWELRY DISTRICT

The design: high floor
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Channels and stations of urban vitality
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Review: Providence downtown
Providence downtown is a typical case. It has the
basic elements of many cities, as well as several
typical urban spaces: Business Region lined with tall
buildings, Commercial-academic-cultural Region
with mixed urban functions, Central Park serving
the entire region, and Southeast Region on the
city border.
These urban spaces all have problems with urban
vitality. The single function of Business Region and
the shortage of land use lead to the lack of vitality
of the city. The hybridization of Commercialacademic-cultural Region means a kind of solidified
city status, in which theaters, art institutions and
other institutions cannot attract people to enter
the building, and the lack of fully utilized stations

means waste of energy. Border regions such as
Southeast Region have large vacant areas but
cannot attract people, while the central region with
people cannot find new spaces to develop. If a
central park cannot serve the entire area, it is just
a park.
There is also the problem of waste. Urban vitality is
a must. We need vitality to improve our urban life.
But does more energy mean more waste? This
situation exists for many current cities.
What I did was try to use such a site to explore
solutions to these widely-existing problems in
various cities and find an inherently integrated and
self-sustaining urban system.

AS220 has lots of activities, but will people go to the 4th floor?
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Outside the downtown
Of course, Providence is not the only city that

commercial streets must be higher than the total

possesses comprehensive elements of the city.

revenue of stores scattered in ten blocks. Density

College Hill has a similar urban space, as is the

and diversity can cause agglomeration effects and

center of some surrounding areas. But in addition

stimulate higher vitality.

to this, in many cities, large areas of urban space
are composed of monotonous functional areas-

If energy-station-channel is used to explain, it is

residential areas. In those places, there is no urban

because these stores in the commercial street

vitality.

have better integration, and their station-channel
network is more reasonable, allowing energy to flow

Why should we integrate these city functions into a

smoothly in this system.

site like downtown? Why not spread out.
One reason is urban vitality. We need a diverse
environment and life. And higher density and
diversity bring more vitality. Just like the same
number of stores, the revenue of stores gathered in

The whole living area without vitality, Providence

From the perspective of waste / energy, a more
reasonable system means less waste. For example,
if the shopping mall is a few kilometers away from
the residential area, the cost of consuming this
public activity is the air pollution and greenhouse
gases emitted by cars, which are energy forms that
cannot be effectively absorbed by the system,
namely waste. But if you live in downtown, you only

So an inherently integrated urban space is more
likely to become self-sustaining. The problems of
vitality and waste can be solved in a unified
system, rather than the relationship between each
other. What I am trying to create is such an urban
system that achieves the integration of vitality and
energy from internal relationship to external form.

need to go downstairs to go to bars, supermarkets,
restaurants and even vintage shops. You get more
kinds of activities with less waste.
Parking lots outside Walmart means unnecessary waste of energy
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Energy crisis
Where is the waste of Providence downtown, or the

As I said before, I hope to avoid this “more and

In terms of external form, this system has

waste of the city?

more” situation. The form of energy that is not

established a series of energy stations in

effectively processed by the system and is

downtown. Basically, all the roofs of downtown are

In the case where organic waste and inorganic

discharged from the system is waste. But waste is

equipped with solar panels, that is, there are

waste are not classified, they are generally buried

all unused energy, if a city system is self-sustaining,

countless energy stations in downtown. Many roofs

together. The buried organic waste will still be

it will not produce too much waste.

also house living machine greenhouses and rain
gardens. In the roof space used for activities, these

decomposed in the soil, but the land used for burial
is still wasted because of the large amount of

I set up such a system for Providence downtown. It

three types of energy equipments can form a

inorganic waste. Another method of treatment is

uses wastes such as sewage, organic waste, and

landscape, which in turn promotes urban vitality.

incineration, and then the energy is converted into

carbon dioxide as the input energy of the system,

gases that we cannot handle and exists in our

plus the input of solar energy (the system without

These devices are also placed on the vacant floors

atmosphere. Of course, it is also possible that they

additional energy input does not exist), allowing

of the Superman Building. Of course, the vacant

were dumped into rivers and oceans in a rougher

energy such as water, organic matter, oxygen,

land in the Southeast Region is used to house

way, with more serious consequences. For example,

electrical energy, and biogas Circulation, and the

biogas digesters, solar stations, living machine

environmental pollution is one of the most

final output energy is clean water, food, electricity

greenhouses, etc. That piece of energy stations

common crises.

and other energy that can be used by downtown.

exists in a more eye-catching way, including urban

restaurants. Not only do they import energy into
cities, they are also used to attract people to
experience. The entire urban farm landscape and
other spaces cannot be found in the central city
because of its uniqueness to attract people to the
border areas.
For the food produced, Center Park Region
assumes the function of selling. The park originally
used to serve the entire downtown can also carry
the function of delivering energy to the entire
downtown, so as to achieve the unified result of
internal relationship and external form.

farm stations that gather local food markets and
The gases that cannot be processed in the exhaust

Keeping local means keeping energy (especially

gases of automobiles and industries are waste. A

waste) within the system under our control for

proper amount of carbon dioxide can be absorbed

disposal, rather than exporting it irresponsibly to

by vegetation, but when the rate of vegetation

the outside world.

absorption is lower than the emission rate, the
SUNLIGHT

excess carbon dioxide is undoubtedly waste. As
greenhouse gases, they have an impact on the

OXYGEN

environment and bring about crises including heat
island effects and sea level rise.
The sewage in Providence downtown is treated by a
sewage treatment plant. However, the current

ELECTRIC ENERGY
CARBON DIOXIDE

situation is that the more water is used, the more
FOOD

water is treated by the water treatment plant and
sewage treatment plant, and therefore the more
energy is consumed.

WATER
ORGANIC MATTERS

Participating energy in the designed system
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Station-channel network: from energy to vitality
Why should I think of the urban system as a

opened in an alley where it leads to, or on the 5th

network of stations and channels?

floor of a business building, it probably won’t
change the urban vitality.

Because this simplified model has a clearer
structure, which is the integration I emphasize-the

Therefore, the first thing I did for Providence

key factor of the system’s operating state. We can

downtown was to design its Station-channel

clearly see the flow of energy and the efficiency of

network. Connect existing stations (such as

various regions in this structure. I designed an

Kennedy Plaza and The Arcade Providence Mall)

energy system with multiple subsystems in the

with designed channels (internal channels on the

waste problem. In that Station-channel network,

ground floor of the Superman Building), and also

energy is internally circulated.

place new stations along the channels (such as
additional shops on the pedestrian road to the

The Arcade Providence
One of the reasons for the lack of vitality of The Arcade
Providence is that it is not in a reasonable location of the city’s

The same is true for urban vitality. Vitality will

South Region) ). This is a process of cyclical

circulate on the channel that connects more

reciprocation, mutual promotion of stations and

stations, so we know that if we open one more

channels, and finally a network with a reasonable

Transportation system: from outside the city to

store on the commercial street, this store will most

structure is formed.

the city to downtown

likely gain and create vitality. But if a store is

The key part of my design is the downtown

parking lot buildings are particularly important. I

pedestrian system, but this is only a part of this

regard them as an important part of the station-

station-channel network. In fact, such a network

channel network, so that they are placed in

contains multiple layers.

important node positions when designing the
network.

CENTER PARKS
LEISURE STREET

INDOOR COMMERCE
COMMERCIAL STREET

CULTURAL-ACADEMIC
ROOFTOP CORRIDORS
PRODUCTIVE LANDSCAPE
RIVERSIDE LANDSCAPE

The vitality loop in the designed system
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From the perspective of urban vitality contributors,
the downtown network includes the following levels:

For the second category, residents of other

1) Visitors outside Providence-come to Dunkin

Providence districts have entered the downtown

Donuts Center, Providence Place and other stations

entrance as part of the station-channel network,

to watch games, shopping and other activities-

such as the bridges across the river and the

mainly driving 2) Residents of other areas of

entrance south of Bishop McVinney Auditorium.

Providence-come to downtown for consumption

The vast majority of entrances are in highly

and participate in activities-driving, public

dynamic areas as soon as they enter downtown.

transportation, bicycles or walking; 3) Downtown
residents-various daily activities-bicycle or walking

For the third category, my design focus is on the
driving road system, people can still have a network

For the first category, due to the well-functioning

for human behavior. This network includes diverse

road system in downtown and surrounding areas,

spaces such as roofs, indoors, vertical transfer

there is no problem for arriving by car, and Dunkin

stations, landscape roads, pedestrian streets, and

Donuts Center and Providence Place are equipped

plazas. When they are connected into one, this

with indoor parking. However, because I canceled

diverse experience is enough to demonstrate the

many outdoor parking lots in the design and

charm of downtown and make people give up

concentrated on a few indoor parkings, those

energy-consuming and boring private cars.
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3D Walking Network: Expanding a vibrant life in a
limited area
Private cars are not required for travel within

The theme of the roof section is culture and

Downtown—the longest straight-line distance is

education, which provides students and residents

only one kilometer, and Downtown has a dense

with more cultural activities. At present, although

road network. This is not only because the use of

downtown has a series of cultural stations, it lacks

private cars is harmful to the environment, is not

circulation because it does not have a good system

conducive to human health, and reduces the safety

connection. The University of Rhode Island

of downtown travel, but also because private cars

Providence and JWU campuses are only 100

travel reduces urban vitality.

meters apart, but there is little communication
between the two schools and the outside world.

Walking can get a rich experience of public
activities. For local residents in downtown, living in

The second role is to increase space to enhance

this limited urban area should be different from

vitality. The outdoor tables in the affiliated

living in a residential area outside the city. Each trip

restaurant of Hotel Providence not only give hotel

is only for a certain purpose. In that case, the

guests a better experience, but also attract people

structure design of the station-channel network is

passing by to enter the restaurant. But downtown

meaningless. In downtown, people can experience

can do more. Art institutions’ lecture venues,

different activities in different areas on foot, and

university sports grounds, and outdoor stalls in

have multiple levels of experience in the same area.

shops, these vitality-enhancing activities require
proper space to house them. A three-dimensional

For example, for students attending JWU, they will

station-channel network extends the effective

go to the west through the roof channel and will

stations from the current ground floor store to

pass through the university sports grounds,

high-rise, outdoor landscape, roof, large building

theaters, roof book stalls of art institutions, external

interior and other spaces.

activities organized by other universities, public
spaces on the roof of the library . These vital

And considering that downtown is a relatively old

stations of the same theme did not originally exist.

area, its shops have suffered from the drawbacks of

Originally the university campus, art institutions,

old architectural forms, and it is easy to become

bookstores, and libraries were scattered throughout

outdated with the development of the times, just

downtown, and there was no extra space to provide

like The Arcade Providence, the once Providence

more public activities.

mall. Leaving more space means making the city
more flexible and providing conditions for the city

You can see several functions for building such a
station-channel network. The first is connection.
Connect stations that may interact with each other.
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to gradually renew and replace.
JWU’s campus
JWU ’s campus green space lacks contribution to the city ’s
vitality. For downtown lacking green space, this green space is
partitioned by fences and cannot be used by downtown
residents. For JWU students, this green space is just grassland,
and there are no activities (rest, gathering, sports) that campus
should have. And JWU and other parts of downtown naturally
lack communication.
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New types of stations
The main reason for Downtown’s lack of vitality is
its urban spatial structure, but the single function of
stations is also part of the reason. Perhaps the lack
of people to patronize the theater is simply
because the theater is no longer a popular
entertainment method, and people would prefer a
little more cinemas in downtown.
We need to consider the flexibility of the stations
themselves. In this design process, we get many
new composite sites. Their characteristics are: they
have the necessary main functions, but also can
be changed at any time, with additional vitality.
One category is energy equipment. At the end of
Chapter 3, I mentioned that urban farms, solar
panels, and electric vehicle charging stations not
only deal with energy circulation, but also can be
the third category of urban vitality (the first two
categories are traditional shops and landscape

also have secondary functions-they can be
replaced at any time as the times evolve. For
example, in the rest area of the electric vehicle
charging station in winter, no one will gather in the
cold to chat, but this does not affect the main
function of this station.
Of course, the same is true of urban vitality
stations. After using public spaces, roofs, more
floors and other spaces, the original stations have
more diverse experiences. People who enter the
AS220 to see the art exhibition will also go to the
grass next to the building to view the lecture
information, and people who see the lecture
information after the grass will raise their interest to
enter the building to see the art exhibition. And
when the grass is temporarily not used by this art
institution, the grass is still a space where people
can walk at will in their leisure time.

public space). Because when urban farms are
attached with local food markets and restaurants,
electric vehicle charging stations with driver rest
areas and snack cars, living machine greenhouses
with educational research facilities, they also
become urban vitality stations. They have the main
functions-conversion and energy production-these
functions will not be replaced for a long time. They

Waterfire, Providence
Providence’s most famous Waterfire shows us an excellent
example. Adding new and diverse public events (Waterfire
combines performances, markets, snack cars, and
commemorative events) to the appropriate space can create
new types of stations and bring an ancient city to life.
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Summary

This thesis created a new perspective on the city

The elements and technology in this system can

and the landscape. The energy-station-channel

be replaced, so it can be used in more places. This

model is widely applicable, allowing us to view the

time I use Providence downtown as a site to verify

issues of contemporary cities in a simplified way.

my theory and provide examples for others,
because Providence downtown is representative

This thesis involves two urban issues: waste and

and limited in space There are many urban

vitality. I designed an integrated and self-

elements and iconic urban spaces. For more

sustaining urban system, which is used to solve

complex questions and sites, I believe there is also

the problem of loss of vitality and energy waste in

a system that can provide answers.

cities that are widespread today. Whether it is a
variety of energy consumed in city operations or
urban vitality generated by people’s public spaces,
energy should be circulated, converted and
circulated in an effective station-channel network.

Providence downton in satellite image
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